SMARTCOUNSEL SELECT
Onit’s SmartCounsel Select was designed to help corporate legal teams manage and reduce costs by
improving the ability to strategically select and manage outside counsel. It ensures that the right firm is
chosen for each matter by presenting all necessary KPIs about qualified firms and by enforcing a workflow
that is driven by law department policy. Whether used principally to enforce an already established panel
management program, or simply ensuring thoughtful assignment decisions in a more open process,
SmartCounsel Select delivers data, guidance and the full learnings of your law department at the point of
action. This solution is critical to help a department effectively manage matters and overall company risk.

BENEFITS

Lower legal spend

Improve decisions using
data-driven recommendations

Align departmental goals with
corporate objectives

Quickly and efficiently
manage law firm selection

Optimize results by
promoting panel firms

Measure effectiveness of
counsel selection process

Additional benefits for in-house legal departments include:
- Presents alternative fee arrangements (AFAs) in the context of decision making, driving work to firms
with the best terms
- Ensures that law departments rating firms and capturing disposition data leverage this information
- Allows law department goals and particular areas of focus to be configured into the system which
ensures that SmartCounsel Select is carrying out YOUR agenda

SMARTCOUNSEL SELECT

SmartCounsel Select integrates into your existing
workflow, making it easy to make an informed decision
when assigning a vendor to a matter.

SmartCounsel Select provides a powerful vendor
comparison view, giving you quick access to the data
you need when selecting outside counsel.

FEATURES
- Best practices playbook

- Configurable workflow

- Goal-setting tools

- Alerts and notifications of off-panel selection

- Integrated vendor selection workflow

- Analysis of matter distribution to panel firms

- Side-by-side comparison of key vendor data

- Suite of KPI analysis reports and dashboards

- Smart selection preferences
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